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Boxes, surveys and monitoring!
Since our last update (Spring 2016), we have been incredibly busy as a group. We’ve continued to
make boxes, locate and monitor nests, survey Peregrines and monitor wildlife crime in the county
liaising with local police and the RSPB on a regular basis. We haven’t stopped!
In this edition of our newsletter we’ve got updates on both our Peregrine and Little Owl surveys,
information on our next two winter talks (which we are hoping to be as successful as our previous
ones, if not more) as well as a couple of stories on fieldwork and the successes it brings for you. Our
two guest articles this issue will highlight the benefits of fieldwork for GRMG and we’re really
grateful to both authors for their work in producing something for our newsletter and for the hard
work and support they provide the GRMG with.
Tickets for our upcoming talks are now available online. Please come and encourage others to as
well. They are set to be two very good, informative evenings, lead by two leading ornithologists in
their respective fields.
If you’d like to contribute to our next newsletter or have any suggestions for the group to improve
or expand please do get in touch with us on the usual email glosraptors@gmail.com. We hope that
you enjoy this issue of our newsletter.

In this issue:
• Results from our Little Owl survey
• Comments on the 2016 Peregrine survey
• Two guest articles

• Information on wildlife crime in the county
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Little Owl Survey
by Gordon Kirk
Background
All the available indications are that Little Owls are in
quite rapid decline nationally, as this graph shows, so
the aim of this survey was to try to assess how they are
faring in Gloucestershire.

they were definitely or probably breeding (i.e. the
observers assigned ‘confirmed’ or ‘probable’ breeding
codes to their records). In a further 89 tetrads, they
were ‘possibly’ breeding. They were recorded as merely
‘present’ in an additional 41, and were not recorded in
the remaining 448 tetrads.
Methodology
We felt it was not possible to repeat the intensive atlasstyle fieldwork in one season, so it was decided to ask
potential volunteers (i.e. atlas surveyors) to revisit as
many of the 105 ‘confirmed’ and ‘probable’ sites as
possible in 2016 to see if owls were still present. There
was, of course, an assumption that volunteers would
remember where the Little Owls were in their tetrad!
They were asked to record any breeding evidence, and
also to describe the main features of the immediate
habitat, and to note whether there had been any
habitat changes. No ‘rules’ were imposed about the
number of visits expected.

Source: BTO website, BirdTrends
The BBS data for the county, shown below, offer little
comfort. Note that the number of squares covered has
increased fairly steadily from 20 in 1994 to 93 in 2016, so
the more recent years have a higher degree of accuracy.
Only 5 squares were surveyed in 2001 because of the
foot-and-mouth outbreak.

Source: BTO website, surveys
We had good baseline data to work from, thanks to the
excellent coverage achieved during the BTO’s Bird Atlas
spring/summer surveys from 2008 to 2011, when all 683
Gloucestershire tetrads (2km x 2km squares) were
surveyed. Over those four summers, Little Owls were
found in 105 tetrads in circumstances which suggested
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Findings
We are extremely grateful to everyone who submitted
records and at the time of writing (mid-October 2016),
information has been received from 79 sites, which
considering the time elapsed since the atlas fieldwork is
very satisfactory indeed. Seventy-nine sites were
visited, of which 35 (44%) still had owls present.
Breeding was confirmed (eggs, nestlings or fledged
young seen) at seven sites.
Other than notes confirming breeding, most comments
and observations were about the 42 sites where no owls
were recorded. At 10 of these, observers reported that
the previous nest-site had been destroyed or had
disappeared. Seven of these involved buildings (often
barns) that had been altered, renovated or demolished.
At two of the remaining three sites, the tree that had
held the nest had gone (one blown down by wind, one
felled by chainsaw) and finally a nest-box had fallen into
disrepair and had not been repaired by a new tenant.
Although we asked surveyors to provide details of the
habitat around sites, very few did so, so we are not in a
position to provide any information about that, other
than the above about destruction of sites.
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Discussion
It is very difficult to know what conclusions, if any,
might be drawn about the state of Gloucestershire’s
Little Owl population as a result of these findings (we
could perhaps have predicted that this would be the
case, given that this is quite a small sample, even
though coverage was good!). Finding owls present at
44% of sites that were occupied between five and
eight years ago seems by no means disastrous, given
the vagaries of surveying wildlife – especially a partly
nocturnal species. Obviously a higher success rate
would be preferable, but what sort of retention rate
might be expected? Little Owls are known to be very
sedentary but there must be some turnover of nestsites. The fieldwork was not intensive, so some sites
that were reported as ‘owls not detected’ may well
still have owls. As discussed in the ‘Response’ section
above, there is a possibility that positive reporting
has skewed the results slightly towards recording
presence rather than absence and given rise to a
more favourable impression, but we do not consider
this to be a major risk given the high percentage of
atlas sites that were revisited.
Our expectations, based on extensive so-called
‘anecdotal‘ evidence from many experienced birders,
were that far fewer Little Owls would be found, so it
is good to know that they are at least ‘hanging on’ in
quite a lot of places in our county. We hope that our
efforts will encourage others to undertake similar
surveys elsewhere and that some patterns might
emerge. The survey has certainly provided plenty of
food for thought, and the following ideas are put
forward for further discussion and consideration
elsewhere:-

because of the modification or demolition of
buildings seem to be significant, admittedly in a fairly
small sample. As an introduced species, Little Owls
have no particular conservation status or protection.
They are quite dependent, in some areas at least, on
sites in buildings, so this reinforces the need to
provide nest-boxes in order to partially compensate
for the loss of sites as buildings are renovated or
demolished, or indeed for the loss of natural sites in
trees. There is a clear similarity to Barn Owls in this
regard, a species that has benefitted hugely from the
provision of nest-boxes.
While revisiting previous sites it has occurred to us
that it is remarkable just how predictable these birds
seem to be – many of the same perches were still in
use as they were five to eight years ago, even though
it is likely that different individuals were involved
(based on ringing evidence, the oldest known wild
Little Owl is less than eleven years old). We are also
aware of some local pairs that are almost entirely
nocturnal (only emerging when the local Jackdaws
have gone to roost), so we wonder how many pairs
are simply not recorded, and whether it is possible
that pairs change their habits, and therefore their
detectability, according to local circumstances.

It was unfortunate that we were unable to gather
much information about the habitat in the immediate
vicinity of nest-sites, given that Little Owls are
declining across Europe and the best guess is that this
decline is associated with changes in agricultural
practices (and possibly with chemicals used in animal
care). It may have been too ambitious to expect such
habitat information in a local survey like this, but
others might be able to do better in this regard.
The findings about the loss of previous nest-sites
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Peregrine Survey 2016
by Natalie Roberts
As a group we are still waiting for a couple of sites to
come back to us for 2016, however at a glance of the
data we have back, so far, in 2016 Gloucestershire
appears to have seen a reduction in Peregrine
success; in particular the more rural sites. If this is the
case, this will be a similar trend to last year.
Despite a reduction, it could be said that this is due to
individual sites and their failures for different reasons
rather than a decline regionally and nationally (due to
an underlying cause as seen in the 1970’/80’s).
The survey began in 2014 as a part of the National
Atlas and it is becoming clear that running the survey
regionally as a solo organisation is much more
difficult.
If you are interested in taking part in our 2017 survey
of this species, please do get in touch with us. We are
keen to expand and monitor more sites in the county.

Image: Dave Pearce

Full survey results will be published over the coming
months.

Supporting us
by GRMG
Recently we’ve been getting a great deal of requests from many different people in supporting us as a group.
This is really encouraging as our role as a county-wide raptor monitoring group is ever expanding. There are
many different ways in which you can support us as a group and help to monitor raptor activity and concerns
in Gloucestershire.
• Firstly, we encourage you to submit your sightings with us. You can do this via our website by completing a
simple form that you can submit online or by completing the spread sheet available to download from the
sightings page of our website. We are aware that there are numerous other ways to submit your sightings
in Gloucestershire, via twitter and by emailing the county bird recorder (CBR), Richard Baatsen, however
all of our submissions via our website and the spread sheet are sent to Richard as he is an integral member
of the GRMG. It is often easier to submit sightings/records through a form or spread sheet than it is in a
normal email. By submitting through the GRMG you are helping the CBR as well as helping us to keep a
central record of raptor sightings in Gloucestershire which in turn allows us to map key areas, monitor nest
sites as well as identifying potential areas of concern.
• Rich Harris and Jimmi Hill are continuing to make nest boxes; primarily for that of Little Owl and Tawny
Owl. These boxes are numbered and mapped as each year we monitor the boxes. You can help us with our
owl projects by making boxes with Rich, placing boxes at a site and with some monitoring of box success.
• Do you have a patch? Or a place you walk in regularly? Keep a record of the raptors you see here each time
you visit and submit those sightings to us.
• Each year we run a species specific survey (Peregrine especially) and these surveys are something that we
encourage people to get involved in. Our surveys give us a really clear insight into how a particular species
is doing in the county and in the future we can then look to getting support in place for a species that may
not be doing particularly well.
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Wildlife Crime in the County
by Gareth Jones

The last 12 months have been interesting for lots of reasons. It’s when you get a text or an email “can
you talk” or “have you seen…” suddenly you are full of dread as to what has happened and your day or
weekend is suddenly occupied with getting hold of the right people and the right information. I am
learning all the time and sometimes it’s a steep learning curve.
This year started out with a rush to find a Goshawk nest because of being close to Forestry activities
and finished at the time of this newsletter with Intelligence received.
We have dealt with 11 different “incidents” ranging from disturbance of different Schedule 1 birds to a
shot Goshawk at Brockweir (see photos below). These disturbances were not “one offs” and in some
cases have resulted in Police action which we are unable to go into at this time.
What is apparent, is that when you are trying to get a conviction, you have to think clearly and not do
anything to jeopardise that. It’s easy when passions are running high to do the wrong thing and put a
prosecution at risk.
In the last 12 months we have built closer links to the Police and several members have been out with
us ringing. You should not underestimate how valuable this is as it builds relationships with us but
also with the birds. In the next 12 months, hopefully we can get more Police and PCSOs out surveying
and ringing to continue their education and ours.
A lot of our Schedule One birds are either in forest/wood or trees and we will continue to liaise with
Private Forestry companies and also the Forestry Commission to try to make sure that birds are
protected as much as we can but we are not paid full time surveyors and there is only so much we can
do. Forestry contractors must survey before timber operations are undertaken and make sure all
nests are identified and appropriate action is taken as they have a legal duty to do so. The Wildlife and
Countryside Act states “Intentional or Reckless disturbance of a Schedule 1 Bird”. This applies
whether it’s a photographer, someone having a picnic under a Peregrine nest or not conducting a
survey proficiently and so not identifying nests which are either disturbed or destroyed. No nest has
protection outside of the breeding season (either nest not made or young no longer dependant).
Finally, If you come across something you are not sure about, hear something in a pub, see something,
or even find something, contact us. We will help where we can and we have tremendous links with
both the Police and RSPB investigators. Our knowledge can be invaluable to each of them.
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The Yorkley Ravens
by Elizabeth Sleeman

Ravens are such incredible birds and this year I was
extremely lucky to find and monitor a pair of
nesting Ravens near to my home; a wonderful
experience and a privilege. Since I moved to Yorkley
in 2002 I have frequently seen Ravens about and
through the Summer I am often woken up at 5 in
the morning by their kronking as they fly up from
the valley. A lovely sound to wake up to which
always got me out of bed because I never like to
miss the sight of these magnificent birds!
In January I noticed a pair that were very active in
one particular area so I started walking there most
days to watch them. I found some very large nests
dotted about, all of them high up in fir trees which I
suspected may be old Raven nests. This was a
densely wooded valley with a stream in the bottom
and perfect for Ravens. It became ‘Raven Valley’ in
my log - it was very much their domain, they
owned it and everyone else who lived there knew
it. From that moment I was driven to find where
their current nest was. I knew I was near it because
they became very vocal whenever I walked through
and on 5th March I found it! A huge stick nest very
high up in a fir tree, as I approached I saw one of
them fly off the nest and the other was calling
nearby, perched in a tree.
Through the nesting period and beyond, I saw some
really interesting behaviour from both adults. They
were very much a pair working together and work
they did to feed their 5 chicks who all eventually
fledged successfully. One of the most interesting
things about them was the way they constantly
communicated with each other. They have a really
diverse vocabulary and I think they always knew
where the other one was; they were very vocal
most of the time and always so alert to each other
and their surroundings. The male was very
attentive to his mate while she was incubating the
eggs. He would sit guarding in a nearby tree,
watching the skies above and when he flew off he
wouldn't be gone long and would bring back a meal
for her. I watched him on lots of occasions chasing
off Buzzards, Goshawks and Sparrowhawks that
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came near the nest area and also any that he
spotted further away. He would fly very fast,
straight at the intruder, really aggressive and
absolutely fearless. On one occasion when there
was a Goshawk and a Buzzard up above, he went
crazy, alarm calling and chasing them off. An angry
Raven is not to be messed with! Nothing that he
chased from his valley ever challenged him but just
flew away. They knew the nest was there though
and often came back looking for an easy meal
hoping it was left unguarded but it never was. The
female would sometimes come off the nest for
about 5 minutes but she never went far and the
male was always watching. They would call to each
other until she was back on the nest again. One of
the sounds they would make in this situation was
like a quiet goose honk. Once the male was sat in a
tree guarding, and when I left he flew above me
being very vocal and watched where I went and
then went back to his guarding perch again.
On 20th March both adults were going in with food
and feeding chicks and later one of the adults was
sitting on a branch displaying, I think it was the
female. She was sticking her head forward and
fanning out her wings and at the same time
snapping her beak just once then sitting back again.
She kept repeating this, something that I had never
seen before. The male meanwhile was sitting in a
tree kronking away keeping guard until some gulls
flew over and he flew up to chase them away.
On one occasion when I was there both adults were
moving about in the nest area and going in and out
feeding the chicks, another Raven flew over very
close, calling as it flew. The two nesting adults both
called back but didn't seem bothered by it, they
were also calling to a fourth Raven which I couldn't
see but it sounded far away. Sometimes they would
make a very loud sound like rustling silk with their
wings when they flew, it seemed to be when they
were flying very purposely but I am not sure what
this means. I think it may be the male that does
this, it obviously means something because they
don't do it all the time.
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On 24th March it was very wet and windy. The female was
sitting with her wings spread over the chicks, the male came
in with food and she flew off while he fed the chicks. She
came back and covered them again when he was gone. The
next day I was really excited to see two red gaping beaks so I
knew there were at least 2 chicks hatched. 2 Buzzards flew
over and the male soon chased them away; he had no
qualms in taking them on by himself, a really formidable
bird.
On 27th March there was a storm forecast and both adults
were going in feeding the chicks but I noticed that they were
very quiet, not vocal like they normally were. I don't know
but thought it may have something to do with the
impending storm. In contrast the chicks were very vocal and
frequently calling for food. The next day I was pleased to
find that the nest had survived the storm, the adults were
much more vocal and I could see the chicks beaks moving
about in the nest and heard them calling again.
On 30th March one of the adult Ravens was beak-snapping
again perched on a branch near the nest. It was different
this time though, it would snap once, then make a gurgling
noise in its throat and then do 2 beak snaps and it did this
over and over again. Both were going in feeding the chicks.
The Ravens continued to work tirelessly to feed their chicks
who were always calling for more, they were very noisy and
demanding and by 3rd April I could see 3 beaks sticking up
when the adults came near.
There also seemed to be a pattern with the Goshawks
coming over, it was normally between 12.30-1pm that one
or sometimes two together would come prospecting and
they always came from the same direction. The level of
aggression would vary too from the Ravens, it depended on
the type of intruder. If Goshawks were about they would be
much more aggressive and make more noise but not quite
so bad for Buzzards and for something like gulls they clearly
didn't like them and would chase them off but it wasn't so
frenetic. If the adults were not feeding they would be
perched guarding the nest and would very often be beak
snapping and making their gurgling and honking sounds to
each other.
On 5th April I saw one of the chicks stand up and flap its
wings, it looked very well feathered and I wondered if they
would be ready to ring. I contacted Rob and told him and he
came with Nat and Scott 3 days later and ringed the chicks.
This was a fantastic experience for me, to actually get to
hold these huge chicks and to see them in such detail was
amazing. I was surprised at just how big they were and they
stank too. They were very calm though, we sat on the
ground with them and they just wandered between us and
snuggled up to our legs, they seemed very unperturbed. It
was a wonderful experience, I feel so privileged.
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By 14th April I was seeing the chicks climbing about on the sides of the nest, they were even noisier now
and it was really hard work for the adults to keep them fed but they just kept going.
On 16th April I watched one of the adults doing its display behaviour but this time it was making a barking
sound in with the beak snapping and gurgling. The following day after both adults had chased another
Goshawk away from the nest area they were flying very high up, it was as if they were dancing together, a
wonderful sight against a clear blue sky. I could see that they were happy with their lot, the whole aura
around them was good. They disappeared after a while but it wasn't long before one returned to perch
near the nest, it was calling to its mate and then the other one flew back being chased by a Sparrowhawk!
This was the only time I saw another bird challenge them and I assumed that the Raven had been trying
predate its nest.
From now until the chicks fledged it was much of the same really, both adults feeding the chicks and
always one or both on guard. They were still very vocal and territorial but seemed to be used to me going
through each day. On two occasions one flew over me watching where I went and appeared to be
complaining but generally they took no notice of me.
By 19th April the chicks were climbing right out on to the sides of the nest. They looked almost ready to
fledge.
On the 24th April there was lots of wing flapping and ‘argie bargie’ going on at the nest. The adults were
very vocal and flying about and were displaying while perched and making another different honking type
sound. Three of the chicks were on the branches below and next to the nest. After a couple of days there
were two chicks about 15 feet below the nest; some were obviously more advanced than others but all
five seemed to be thriving.
By 28th April some of the chicks were in the trees next to the nest tree but one was still clambering about
on the side of the nest. When Rob ringed them there was one a bit smaller than the rest so maybe it was
the last to hatch or perhaps hadn't had quite as much food as the others. With the chicks now spread out a
bit there was a mad scramble and so much noise when the adults came in with food. Sometimes I could
see they were carrying other birds chicks or small birds in their massive beaks.
By 29th April four of the chicks were clambering about in a larch tree next to the nest tree, busy preening,
flapping their wings and flying awkwardly between the branches. They were also eating something from
the bark, maybe shoots or grubs. The fifth one was still in the nest tree but was now out on one of the
branches so it was making progress. The adults were about, occasionally calling and when they came near,
the chicks would all start calling for food, a real hullabaloo! The adults were also making the rustling silk
sound with their wings sometimes but not as loudly as when the nest was started.
By 1st May the chicks were flying much more confidently and were straying further from the nest tree. The
adults were quite on edge, alarm calling and making louder noises with their wings.
On 3rd April they were all over the place, the whole family seemed to be excited, all calling to each other
and the chicks begging the adults for food. From now on the family seemed to be moving further from the
nest site every day, but they would come back and adults were still protecting and feeding the chicks. The
Goshawks and Buzzards were still being chased away. Sometimes I would go to the nest area and see 1 or
2 Ravens or maybe hear some nearby or I would see them out and about all flying together in a different
area. Most days I would see all or some of them and they were always very noisy. To see all 7 flying
together was a very special and wonderful sight.
By 16th May I was still seeing the family about and sometimes near the nest site but it appeared that the
adults were not feeding the chicks so readily. I did see them feed but they were definitely not so attentive
and the chicks appeared more desperate in their calling.
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On 19th May I saw the whole family on the top of the hill in Yorkley Wood. The five chicks were all
together perched on the side of a water trough drinking. The adults were obviously still keeping tabs on
them, they were sat on some telegraph poles in the next field. That was the last time I saw them all
together, I saw two, sometimes three together but that was it, they seemed to disperse after this time.
On 28th May I saw the two adults together, soaring, diving and dancing in the sky. It was as if they had
done their job for this year and wanted to just enjoy the rest of the Summer. I think this pair have a very
strong bond and the valley where they nest is very much their domain. The following day I saw the five
young Ravens flying together over the nest area and off into the distance. I think they were looking after
themselves and independent of the adults. That was the last time I saw the five young all together, I think
they left the territory but it was really great to know that they all made it this far.
The adult pair are still very much about, most of the time I see them together but I don't think they ever
go far from each other. They seem to have a very strong bond and I have witnessed some amazing
behaviour from which I have concluded they are extremely intelligent, emotional and diligent birds that
deserve to succeed. I am now looking forward to January when it will all start again, so good to have
something as exciting as that to look forward to at that time of year. Awesome!
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Winter talks
by GRMG
After the success of our talks hosted last winter we are going to host two more this winter from two more well
respected species specialists:
Robin Prytherch ‘Common Buzzards’
Robin has been studying Common Buzzards in an area south of Bristol for many years, making extensive and
very detailed observations of breeding behaviour, and monitoring individual birds. He has several papers
published in the journal British Birds, most recently on the way territorial size and productivity have changed
as numbers have increased, and (in March this year) on “nests, nest trees and prey remains”.
Thursday 8th December, Gala Club, Fairmile Gdns, Gloucester, GL2 9EB
Doors at 7pm for a 7.30pm start/ £5/ Refreshments available from the bar.
Colin Shawyer ‘Barn Owls’
Colin is a raptor biologist and professional ecologist specialising in birds, mainly birds of prey and has
published widely on this subject. He was Director of the Hawk and Owl Trust between 1988 and 1998. He
undertook work for the BTO between 2000 and 2010 developing and implementing its Barn Owl Monitoring
Programme and in 1988 founded the Barn Owl Conservation Network (BOCN); he is BOCN Coordinator for UK
and Ireland. He oversees and undertakes extensive Barn Owl nest monitoring every season.
Wednesday 25th January, Ribston Hall School, Stroud Road, Gloucester, GL1 5LE
Doors 7pm for a 7.30pm start/ £5/ Refreshments available for a small charge.
These events will be ticket only and you will need to bring confirmation of your booking on the night.
Tickets are available online now! www.glosraptors.co.uk/shop
As GRMG does not have members paying subscriptions, the charges shown cover the cost of the talks.
Any surplus made on ticket sales will go towards raptor conservation in the county.

Box update
by Rich Harris

The Tawny Owl boxes that have been installed by GRMG
have proved very successful in their first year alone. Out
of 55 boxes installed in the Southam District 12 attracted
owls which bred successfully.
Some of the chicks were ringed in partnership with
GBOMP however due to time constraints this could not
be done for all young raised.

Images: Paul Watkins

Regarding Little Owls, approximately 35 boxes have
been installed in areas identified through BTO Atlas
work and sites identified by GRMG members whilst out
in the field. All of these boxes will be monitored in 2017.

As well as this we have also embarked on an active Barn
Owl project in the Southam area.
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Raptor Monitoring on the National Trust's
Sherborne Park Estate
by Anna Field

Inspired by several days last year in the Forest of
Dean with Rob Husbands monitoring raptor
nests and ringing chicks, in June 2015 I set out to
find some of my own nests on the National
Trust’s Sherborne Park Estate where I volunteer
as a ranger. Although a variety of raptors are
seen regularly on the Estate, very little is known
about their breeding ecology and so I was
interested to learn as much as possible about
breeding density and habitat preferences, as
well as collect productivity and timing data for
the BTO’s Nest Record Scheme. As the
breeding season was well under way by this
point I cold searched some likely woodlands for
active nests – looking for nests in the canopy
and ‘whitewash’ and prey remains on the
ground. I found my first Buzzard nest later that
week by spotting the tell-tale whitewash arcing
out from the trunk of a Larch tree. We were
later able to climb to the nest to monitor it and
ring the two chicks. Over the next couple of
weeks another ranger and I found four more
Buzzard and two Red Kite nests on or near the
Estate and we were also able to climb to one of
the Red Kite nests to monitor it and ring the two
chicks. Most of these nests were found by
searching areas of woodland where we had
heard adults calling and, in the case of one of
the Red Kite nests, by following an adult
carrying food. Despite several Hobby sightings
throughout the spring, I was unable to locate a
nest. However in August I happened upon an
adult feeding three juveniles on the Estate –
they were there all along, just extremely
secretive.

This year I was able to have a more systematic
approach. During the winter months whilst the
trees were bare, I mapped as many old raptor
nests in the woodlands as possible. In April and
May I watched for displaying raptors to pinpoint
occupied territories. From late May I checked all
the nests I had found in the winter, and coldsearched the woodlands in occupied territories
where I had not yet located a nest. In total I
found thirteen Buzzard nests (six were nests I
had located in the winter), two Red Kite nests
and two Sparrowhawk nests. All were successful
except two of the Buzzard nests. Together with
other members of the Gloucestershire Raptor
Monitoring Group, we were able to climb to and
ring nine young from four of the Buzzard nests
and three young from one of the Sparrowhawk
nests (see photo). Late summer was then spent
surveying for Hobbies. I eventually found two
nests; one following many hours of patient
observation, the other by complete chance.
Both successfully fledged two young.
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Perhaps the most interesting observation this
year was finding two active Buzzard nests
within 20m of each other. This is very unusual
and is not something I have been able to find
any previous records of. Could it have involved a
single male and/or two related females? One of
the nests eventually failed at the chick stage,
perhaps due to insufficient food provisioned by
a single male. Another interesting finding from
the past two years is that raptors on the Estate
have a strong preference for conifers (73%;
19/26), and in particular Larch (46%; 12/26),
despite woodlands on the Estate being
predominantly broadleaved. As a result, the
National Trust will ensure any forestry work is
sensitive to this, leaving a good variety of
conifers in its woodlands and ensuring
established breeding areas are not disturbed.
Using survey results in this way to improve
habitats for the birds is, for me, the incentive for
getting out there.
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Remember; if you spot wildlife
crime in your area contact your
local police.

Thanks to everyone who has
contributed to this month’s
newsletter, especially Elizabeth
Sleeman and Anna Field.
Again,
thank
you
to
our
contributors,
supporters
and
followers. Your support is vital to
the work that we are doing.
If you’d like to contribute to our
next newsletter, photographs or
articles please do email us on
glosraptors@gmail.com and we will
get back to you.

BADGES AVAILABLE ONLINE

www.glosraptors.co.uk/shop
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